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Solving Credit
Card Debt

A message from
Rabbi Shmuel Fuerst
Dear Chicago Residents,
I appreciate you taking the time to read our

community is astounding and something we

newsletter. You’re here for the same reason

should never take for granted.

we are – you know we can make a difference
together. Our eyes have always been set on
spreading the joys of chesed throughout the
Chicago community and we greatly appreciate
you accompanying us on that journey.

As you know, I am personally aware of far

We hope that you realize how much Chicago
Chesed Fund appreciates and values
your donations and time. Because of you,
Chicago Chesed Fund will IY”H continue to

Chicago community, alleviating the pain of

expand its services and impact more lives

those going through hard times and helping

each year.

grant you and your family a year of bracha,

incredible support we receive throughout

hatzlacha and much nachas.

the year. The sheer goodness and sense of
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“People with credit-card debt often lose hope,” explains
Shlomo Simon, financial advisor for Chicago Chesed
Fund. “Debt can quickly spiral out of control. Coupled
with the perceived complexity of the road to recovery, it
can be a debilitating situation both financially and for
shalom bayis.”
Chicago Chesed Fund offers assistance for those
trapped in the confines of financial uncertainty. Our
business advisors and interest-free loan fund have
eased the burden of many Chicago natives and helped
their families to get back on track. Here’s how it works:

of control. Coupled with the
perceived complexity of the
road to recovery, it can be a
debilitating situation both
financially and for shalom bayis.”

Chesed Fund’s significant loan program to try and wipe
it away completely.” With up to $20,000 in interest-free
loans available, Chicago Chesed Fund provides a viable
route for individuals to regain their fiscal security.
In addition to the Loan Fund, our business experts
help individuals maintain financial stability by offering
advice on key areas that require more discipline,
suggestions to prevent repeating past mistakes, and
valuable tips to continue heading in the right direction.

What’s next for Chicago Chesed Fund’s
financial services?
“We’re currently working on implementing a mentor
program,” says Simon. “We plan on offering monthly
counseling for those in debt or in need of guidance,
given by experienced business professionals in
the community. 

A financial advisor meets privately with a community
member in need of assistance to discuss how and
why they may have entered into debt. Once all the
information has been presented, advisors engage
in the process of reducing the amount owed to
a more manageable level. “We usually try to
negotiate the debt down to about 50%,”
explains Simon. “Once we
trim the debt, we can
utilize Chicago

Sincerely,

resolved credit-card debt, is unparalleled. The
tremendous amount of chesed going on in our

Education

In the merit of your generosity, may Hashem

We are overwhelmed with pride for the

clothing, every fresh-baked challah, and all the

Clothing

Children/Babies
Department

community who are in real need of our help.

services and programs have been assisting the

togetherness felt in each piece of donated

Celebrations

too many individuals and families in our

For over 25 years, our wide range of chesed

individuals in a sensitive and discreet manner.

ccording to a recent study, 38.1% of all
households in the U.S. carry some sort
of credit card debt. It is a pressing issue
in today’s society that can cripple
individuals and their families. Even
worse, surfacing from the depths of debt has proven to
be too difficult for many to overcome.

“Debt can quickly spiral out

Founder, Chicago Chesed Fund
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Sunday

Tuesday

7:30am

The furniture crew arrives to begin pickups

7:30am

The furniture crew arrives to begin pickups

7:30am

The furniture crew arrives to begin pickups

8:40am

Car drops off clothing in the after-hours
drop-off bin

9:00am

First food shopper of the day arrives

9:00am

First food shopper of the day arrives

9:30am

Clothing sorters begin sifting through the clothing
donations

9:30am

Clothing sorters begin sifting through the clothing
donations

9:30am

Clothing sorters begin sifting through the clothing
donations

10:00am Volunteers from the local girls’ high schools come to
stock shelves in the food pantry
10:30am Clothing gemach opens and shoppers arrive
11:00am Furniture department opens and shoppers arrive
12:30pm Last of the furniture shoppers leave and volunteers
in the furniture department begin staging items for
delivery

A TYPICAL

day by
day
VIEW AT

Chesed is a full-time job and it’s amazing!
From daily deliveries and pickups to one-onone meetings with prospective employees,
we work ‘round the clock to effectively run our
wide range of chesed programs.
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10:30am Jewish Vocational Services volunteers in food pantry
11:00am Volunteers tag and hang clothing
12:00pm Job Link conducts meeting to prep someone for
interview
1:15pm

Phone call received to schedule tour of Chicago
Chesed Fund to show their parents how special it is

2:00pm

Volunteers come to tag and hang up clothing

Thursday

10:00am Volunteers help in the food pantry
10:30am Clothing gemach opens
11:45am Chicago Chesed Fund helps individual replace
broken refrigerator
1:30pm

Simcha Link notifies the office that a bill will be
coming in for sending a girl to get her hair and
makeup done for a date

1:45pm

Chicago Chesed Fund Job Link career advisors
meet with prospective employee to write a new resume

3:15pm

A father receives food vouchers to several major
supermarkets so he can buy food for his family
without embarrassment or stigma

5:00pm

Financial advisors meet with a couple to discuss
structuring their budget, credit card bail-out and
getting them an interest free loan

2:00pm

Food Co-Op opens and shoppers arrive

3:00pm

5:30pm

Van full of kitchen and housewares delivers gifts to a
bridal shower

Family of 4 girls and 2 boys come to the warehouse to
shop for school supplies

4:30pm

11:30pm Volunteers collect leftover food from a wedding to
be distributed to those in need

Chicago Chesed Fund helps family locate testing and
therapy for their son that is covered by their insurance

5:00pm

Call from someone seeking to donate furniture

Monday

Wednesday

Friday

7:30am

7:30am

The furniture crew arrives to begin pickups

9:00am

First food shopper of the day arrives

8:45am

Chicago Chesed Fund staff member meets with a client
to fill out SNAP application to receive benefits

9:15am

Chicago Chesed Fund staff member meets with a client
to fill out LIHEAP application to receive benefits

9:00am

First food shopper of the day arrives

9:45am

Call received to schedule clothing appointment

9:30am

Clothing sorters begin sifting through the clothing
donations

10:00am Call received from someone junking their car asking
how to donate proceeds to Chicago Chesed Fund

The furniture crew arrives to begin pickups

9:00 am First food shopper of the day arrives
9:15am

Driver begin Second Time Around pickups

9:30am

Clothing sorters begin sifting through the clothing
donations

10:15am Job Link career advisors meet with prospective
employee to write a new resume

10:00am Clothing volunteers arrive

11:00am Volunteers help in the food pantry

11:00am Call received to schedule food appointment

2:30pm

Volunteers help organize the clothing gemach

3:30pm

Simcha Link asks the Chicago Chesed Fund office to
book a ticket for a girl to fly to New York for a date

12:00pm Truck heads to Jerry’s Market to pick up produce that
will be distributed to over 100 families

4:30pm

5:45pm

Chicago Chesed Fund helps retrieve a wheelchair
ramp for an elderly woman for her grandson’s bar
mitzvah
A kallah and her two sisters pick up a bridal gown
and dresses for her upcoming wedding

12:05pm Keshet volunteers in food pantry
2:30pm

Clothing gemach opens

3:30pm

Call received from volunteer seeking to do something
special for her daughter’s bas mitzvah to benefit the
Chicago Chesed Fund

4:00pm

Produce and Challah distribution for Shabbos

10:30am Call received from someone looking for a bookkeeper
11:00am Single mother frantically calls to receive roadside
assistance after her car broke down
11:30am Call received to help someone get back on food stamps
12:15pm A mother and her three sons pick up a board game and
two books for Shabbos
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Buzz!
CHICAGO

A Thanksgiving to Remember
Over 100 chesed-enthusiasts, dedicated part of
their Thanksgiving, to help us organize our food
pantry, clothing and linen department, seforim
collection, school supplies and baby department.

Friends of Chicago Chesed Fund
3rd Annual Labor Day BBQ Fundraiser!
Hundreds of people all came together to help
the Chicago Chesed Fund continue helping our
community’s families and individuals in need.

A Special Thank You to Our
Sponsors and Committee Members
for Making This Event Possible!

COMMITTEE
David Berkowitz
Eli Davis
Sruli Getter
Daniel Glenner
Eliyahu Glenner
Abe Gutnicki
David Hartman
Meir Katzenstein
Avromi Katzenstein
Ari Kirshner
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Shully Lichtman
Shomshon Moskowitz
Tzvi Reifer
Ami Robinson
Archie Shkop
Binyamin Shkop
Max Stessel
Eli Webster
Jacob Wilner

Congratulations to this Year’s
CCF Raffle Winner:
Avromi Russel from Jerusalem, Israel
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MATCHMAKING
at all costs

“Entering a new market with unfamiliar
faces was not a simple task, but Simcha
Link’s excellent communication skills
and willingness to work with everyone, no
matter the situation, has resonated with
the community.”

By The Numbers

here are few sights more heartwarming
than a Jewish man and woman standing
together under their chupah, ready to

organizations in many different states. Time and time again,

Simcha Link, a project of the Chicago Chesed

we see that a shidduch can come from anywhere and anyone.

Jewish singles meet their bashert. We believe nothing
can replace working closely with a caring and discreet
shadchan who has your best interests at heart.
Helping single men and women find their soulmate has
been Simcha Link’s mission ever since its inception in
1993. Our full staff of dedicated shadchanim take pride
in making themselves available to meet with single
men and women throughout the day and evening.
“We strongly recommend singles come meet our staff
of shadchanim in person,” says Freyda Leah Falik, a
shadchan at Simcha Link with 10 years of experience.
“It allows us to gain a strong understanding of what
they are looking for and it makes other matchmakers
feel more comfortable knowing we spoke to the boy
or girl directly.”

our reach and formulate more potential matches.
Tzodek Katz, one of our dedicated Lakewood
representatives, works closely with us to ensure Simcha

“Being an out-of-town entity presented a
challenge,” says Katz. “Entering a new market
with unfamiliar faces was not a simple task, but
Simcha Link’s innovative approach, excellent
communication skills and willingness to work
with everyone, no matter the situation, has
resonated with the community.”
of dating. Whether it means new clothing, or traveling
expenses in trying to overcome the “geographic crisis,”
men and women, and in some instances, cause a potential

each with a different strength, we are able to address a

match to be rejected. Simcha Link provides assistance with a

wide range of dating topics:

variety of dating expenses, including airfare via our donated

“I am not sure how to write a shidduch resume.
Can you help me structure it?”
These are just a few of the common shidduch-related
questions Simcha Link receives daily. “We all work
together,” says Falik. “We will often defer to another one

lbs.
of clothing donated each month

2,400

families
served each year with our food pantry

2,741

bags of
chicken distributed before Sukkos 5777

1,774,274

$

of gemach loans distributed in 2016

Many shidduchim are jeopardized due to the high costs

experienced shadchanim and dating coaches on-staff,

“My son is getting cold feet.
Can you help him make the jump?”

21,000

Link’s presence is felt by our northeastern neighbors.

dating can present an overwhelming burden for both single

of our staff members if we feel they possess a stronger
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Our presence around the country has allowed us to expand

Simcha Link does more than “set people up.” With several

“My daughter is starting the ‘parsha’.
What’s the first thing we should do?”
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our strong, like-minded relationship with shadchanim and

embark on the sacred journey of marriage.
Fund, was introduced to help Orthodox

Simcha Link, a Division
of Chicago Chesed Fund,
goes above & beyond to
help men and women
find their bashert.

A key element that drives Simcha Link’s effectiveness is

miles program, rental cars, makeup, etc.
We won’t let financial hardship get in the way of a

2,000

miles driven each
month for donation pick-ups & drop-offs

620

children received
toys for Chanukah 5776

shidduch. “Once we alleviate the financial burden, they
can direct their attention to the actual date,” asserts Falik.
“They should be able to focus on preparing for the date
and not whether they can afford the trip.’”
“I’ll never forget one of our shadchanim running around
at her own daughter’s wedding, just so she could meet
boys from the chosson’s side,” Falik said, marveling at the
recollection. “It was truly amazing to see. That’s the selfless
dedication that drives Simcha Link, day in and day out."

grasp on the particular situation at hand. It’s not about

For more information, please contact us at: 847.679.0496

who helps. It’s about how we can.”

or: SimchaLink@ChicagoChesedFund.org 

14,400

eggs distributed per month

256,899

$

in medical assistance in 2016
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understands the importance of the

Spotlight:

What makes Chicago
Chesed Fund different
than any other
community resource?

organization and the need it fills in the

the organization’s current framework. Their vision was

Chicago Chesed Fund houses all our

to develop a more systematic infrastructure and create

other and doing a tremendous job.

programs and services under one roof.

a well-oiled machine that produces chesed at a rapid

While there are many organizations

pace. When a chance to work with a special organization

who deliver chesed in a variety of ways,

such as Chicago Chesed Fund came along, I relished the

we pride ourselves on providing every

opportunity. I like working in an atmosphere where you feel

aspect of chesed in our 44,000-square-

you are accomplishing something. I didn’t realize how much

foot facility. From our fully-stocked food

satisfaction was involved.

pantry to our bridal gemach containing

How did you first become interested in
working with Chicago Chesed Fund?

Nachman
Bogen

Three years ago, I was approached by Chicago Chesed
Fund’s board of directors, who were looking to improve

Nachman Bogen is the administrative director at Chicago
Chesed Fund and an invaluable asset to the organization’s
day to day operations. We sat with Nachman to discuss what
he’s brought to Chicago Chesed Fund and what he thinks
separates us from the pack.

What is your role at Chicago Chesed
Fund? Which areas do you excel in?

mindset. We are looking out for each

services and programs.

A Tribute to Our Volunteers
Chicago Chesed Fund would not be the chesed powerhouse it is today without the generosity
and passionate commitment of its many volunteers. We applaud each one of you for your
selfless efforts and your invaluable work in the Chicago community.
Esti Duetsch
Rivkah Efron
Ben Ellis
Adele Ennis
Gila Fagan
Freyda Leah Falik
Jack Fleischer
Suzanne Fliegelman
Bob Footlik
Liz Freedman
Meira Freedman
Jeff Friedman
Harry Friedman

Rabbi Shalom Garfinkel
Sruli Getter
Eliyahu Glenner
Deedee Gold
Mordechai Greenland
Keshet Group
Fern Gutman
Fran Gutstein
Joanie Harris
Eliezer Hildesheim
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
Hillel

Hadassah Hochberg
Leah Hupert
Aviva Irni
The Adult Mitzvah
Corps of North Shore
Congregation Israel
Sruli Jeremias
Shraga Jeremias
Moshe Kahn
Aaron Kahn
Debbie Kahn
Robert Kandelman
Avromi Katzenstein

What motivates you?
Individuals and families walk in every
day with a slew of problems that have
hindered their ability to lead normal
lives. The look of anguish on their faces
pushes me to do everything I can to
help. You never want to see another

What’s it like working at
Chicago Chesed Fund?
How is the atmosphere?

beautiful wedding gowns and dresses,

Someone once asked me how to

we have everything a person needs in

duplicate Chicago Chesed Fund. I told

one convenient location.

him it all starts from the top. Rabbi
Shmuel Fuerst genuinely feels the pain
of Klal Yisroel. To run a successful

are organization and problem solving, so I focus on
improving efficiency for Chicago Chesed Fund’s many
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family is that everyone has the same

come from a strong business background. My strengths

activity. I worked in the diamond industry for 35 years and
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is on the same page. The beauty of our

chesed organization that includes

overseeing all internal operations, or “behind-the-scenes”

Keren Bider
Batsheva Blaustein
Mordy Bogen
Ohel Shalom Torah Center
Solomon Schechter Day
School of Metropolitan
Chicago
YU Torah Mitzion Kollel
of Chicago
Rusie Cziment
Rabbi Doni Deutsch
Chaim Dissen
Debby Dubow

run by different people, yet everyone

What would you say are
some of the hallmarks
of a successful chesed
organization?

I am the administrative director and my job entails

Diane Abramowitz
Chani Adler
Yudi Adler
Rivki Alter
Aviva Applebaum
Zevi Ashkenazi
Avi Banker
Shirley Bar Meir
Zecharia Belsky
Batsheva Berger
Merry Berkowitz
David Berkowitz
Yehuda Bider

community. Each one of our divisions is

person in dire straits. Knowing I’ve
helped make someone’s life even a
little bit better, is worth all the time in
the world.

How can anyone get
involved with Chicago
Chesed Fund?

a myriad of programs and services,

Contact our office at 847-679-7799

empathy must be your driving force.

ext. 110, Monday-Thursday from

And it’s infectious. I envy the level of

9am-5pm and Fridays from 9am-

care he displays and I strive to feel as

12:30pm. Whether you’re looking to

strongly for others as he does. Walking

donate, volunteer or even host an

Teamwork. Everyone involved with

around the facility you can see the

event on behalf of the organization,

Chicago Chesed Fund, including

extreme devotion each employee

one of our dedicated coordinators will

employees, donors and volunteers,

and volunteer puts into his work.

assist you.

Meir Katzenstein
Ari Kirshner
Rochel Klein
Abe Kohn
Eileen Korenberg
Michal Kranczer
Asher Kranczer
Binyamin Krohn
Chana Krohn
Rabbi Pinchas Krystal
Jenni Landsman
Shaindy Lebovics
Moshe Lerner
Rabbi Shmuel Lerner
Shully Lichtman
Madraigos
Elan Magence
Zahava Margulis
Harry Maryles
Annie Maryles
Tracey Meyers

Shomshon Moskowitz
Andrew Nochumson
Howard Nochumson
Chaim Osina
Mashie Polstein
Rabbi Yehuda Polstein
Ayelet Prero
Rabbi Ariel Puchovitz
Dovid Ray
Ami Robinson
Fran Rosendorn
Avi Rottman
Bracha Schabbes
Batsheva Schnell
Shoshana Shabat
Faith Shabat
Ari Shabat
Yossi Shenker
Archie Shkop
Shlomo Simon
Bina Simon

Chaya Rochel Smolensky
Shayndel Smolensky
Mordy Spero
Estie Spero
Estee Stern
Elyse Stern
Skokie Yeshiva students
Rabbi Yosef Cohen and his
Arie Crown students
Bais Yaakov High School students
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov students
Jewish Vocational Services students
Mira Tempkin
Marilyn Thall
Irina Tokyarsky
Rachel Topper
Rabbi Baruch Tuman
Alisa Ungar
Len Upin
Nessie Vinitsky
Devorah Vinitsky

Chicago Torah Network
Volunteers
Jewish Family Experience
Volunteers
Kiril Vorobeychik
Eli Webster
Sara Webster
Jill Weininger
Yaffa Weinschneider
Michoel Weldler
Chanky Weldler
Lyle Wexler
Rafi Wiesenberg
Jacob Wilner
Moshe Wolf
Sarah Zimmerman
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Phone: 847.679.7799

Your Support Fuels Better Lives

We serve all local clients who qualify on a needs-based basis. Programs may be limited in accordance with the amount of funds available.

Celebrations
We put the “simcha” in joyous
occasions by helping families
in need celebrate every Jewish
milestone.
“Simcha Link” Matchmaking
Dating Coaching
Out-of-Town Matchmakers
Wedding Dress Department
Mother of the the Bride and
Bridesmaids Gown Department
Maternity Gown Department
Bridal Shower Gift Department
Wedding Expenses
Bar Mitzvah Expenses
“Prop-a-Party” Centerpiece
& Tablecloth Rental
“Simcha Lend” Table
& Chair Rental
Tefillin Sponsorships

Children and Babies’
We offer formula, diapers,
baby clothing and accessories,
strollers, high chairs, car seats
and more. We also offer nursing
pillows and pumps for new
mothers.
Baby Clothes Department
Baby Equipment Department
Nursing Pillows & Pumps
Toys Department
Sports Department

Clothing
We offer new and gently used
clothing, shoes and accessories
for men, women, children and
expectant mothers.
Free Clothing and Shoe Store
Robe, Hosiery and Belt
Distribution
Shoe, Dress, Suit Vouchers
Clothing Pick-Ups
Maternity Department

Education
We help ensure that Jewish
children get the Jewish
education – and recreation –
they deserve.
Education Expenses
At-Risk Youth Program
School Supplies Department
School Books Department
Camp Expenses

Financial Assistance
Crises come in many forms,
often with a swiftness that
can change a family’s financial
picture in an instant. When a
crisis strikes and bills need to
be paid, we provide assistance
to prevent the situation from
spiraling out of control.
Eviction Prevention Program
Utilities Assistance Program
Credit Card Bail-Out Program
Emergency Loan Fund
Monthly Financial Assistance
Single Mothers Assistance
Mortgage Assistance
Interest-Free Loans
Car Repair Payments
Car Distribution Program
Legal Fee Payments
Weatherization/CEDA Assistance

Food Programs
Our hunger-relief program often
means the difference between a
family having enough to eat and
doing without sufficient nutrition.
We help hundreds of Jewish
families throughout Chicago feed
their children with dignity.
Food Pantry
Produce Distribution
Challah for Shabbos
Food Co-Op
SNAP Application &
Qualification Assistance
Food Vouchers
Emergency Food Distribution
“Shearis Haplate”
Post Event Food Pick-Ups

Holiday Assistance
There are many local families who
can’t afford to buy gifts for their
children on Chanukah, matza
and wine on Passover, or even a
new shirt or pair of shoes for Rosh
Hashana. We give families in need
something to celebrate by offering
assistance for the Jewish holidays.
Holiday Food Packages
Holiday Essentials Supplies
Holiday Clothing
Financial Assistance
Chanukah Gift Department
Purim Costume Department

Household Assistance
We help families live better – and
maintain their self-respect – by
offering thousands of household
items, all free of charge.
Home Repair Expenses
Furniture Pick-Ups & Drop-Offs
Houseware Pick-Ups & Drop-Offs
Linen Department
Furniture Warehouse

Toiletry Department
Appliances Department
Housewares Department
Air Mattress Rental

Job Assistance
Once we help a family in crisis
address their immediate needs,
we work to set them on the road
to financial independence.
Job Link (Job Counseling,
Placement & Training)
Resumé Help
Financial Counseling
Debt Settlement Program
Government Assistance
Resource Division

Medical Assistance
Medical care is something no
family – regardless of income level
– can afford to be without. We
help ensure families in need have
access to quality medical care, as
well as medical equipment and
supplies to stay healthy.
Medical Expenses
Fertility Treatment Expenses
Medical Supplies Department
Personal Hygiene Products

Mental Health
We have researched and
developed a new network system
to benefit children enrolled in
our community schools. This
program is designed to help
parents navigate the process
of finding services for children
needing mental health related
assessments, testing, advocacy
and other special services.
Bright Futures Mental Health
Referral Network

Visit our new website at ChicagoChesedFund.org to learn
more about our many chesed programs and ways to participate.

BottomLineMG.com

No matter what the
need, the Chicago
Chesed Fund is at
hand, available
’round the clock with
nearly every type of
assistance imaginable...
and then some!

